The Evolution and Preliminary Genesis of the Carbon Isotope for Coal Measure Tight Gas: Cases from Upper Paleozoic Gas Pools of Ordos Basin and Xujiahe Formation Gas Pools of Sichuan Basin, China

Abstract

In this study, the geochemistry data of 162 coal measure tight gas samples (77 samples from Ordos Basin, 85 samples from Sichuan Basin) is collected. Then, the carbon isotope evolution of coal measure tight sandstone gas is investigated. The result indicates that three features in carbon isotope evolution of coal measure tight gas appear: (1) The coal measure tight gas has a same feature as shale gas, that the carbon isotope of heavy gas would show a rollover with the decreasing wetness of gases. The corresponding range of gas wetness is about 2.5%~5% at which the carbon isotope of ethane begins to rollover. (2) The carbon isotope series of coal measure tight gas presents successively positive sequence, partial reversal and full reversal with increasing maturity of source rock. (3) The maturity ranges corresponding to of coal measure tight gas with the positive sequence, partial reverse and full reverse of carbon isotope are R1 < 2.0 %, R2 = 1.75~3.0% and R3 > 3.0% of in-situ source rock, respectively. On the bases of pyrolysis experiment of a I type of organic matter, the authors propose that the mixing between primary and cracking gas could just only cause the carbon isotope rollover of heavy hydrocarbon gases, but not cause the carbon isotopic reversal of hydrocarbon. Finally, a conclusion is suggested that carbon isotope evolution of coal measure gas has a close relationship with demethylation happening at the maturity above 3.0% R, according to published data about coal chemical structure measurement. The isotopic fractionation during the process of heavy gases formation by linkage of methyl from demethylation is one of capital factors of carbon isotopic reversal.
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Introduction

In classic theory, the natural gas generated by organic matter (OM) would become dry with the increase of source rock maturity [1]. Meanwhile, the carbon isotope of gas would become heavy during the evolution process of source rock [2-4]. However, some new characteristics of geochemistry appear in shale gas found in shale with over maturity, such as the isotopic rollover, partial reversal and full reversal [5-9]. The isotopic rollover refers to that the isotopic value of one heavy gaseous component (>C2) does not become heavy with the decreasing wetness or increasing maturity of source rock, but become light in a certain range of gas wetness. For example, the carbon isotope of ethane from shale gas found in North America increases with its decreasing wetness initially. Then it decreases with the further decreasing wetness of shale gas [7]. While, the isotopic reversal means that the isotope value do not increase with the increase of carbon number in gas, but become light (δ13C2 > δ13C3 > δ13C4).

Hao et al. [7] proposed there is a close relationship between the carbon isotope distribution of shale gas and the maturity level of source rock (shale). The corresponding maturity ranges at which the isotope rollover, partial isotope reversal and completely isotope reversal of shale gas occurred are about 1.3~1.5 %R, 1.5~1.9 % R, and much more than 2.0% R respectively. The corresponding wetness at which δ13C begins to rollover is about 6% for Barnett shale gas. Although many researchers had been studied the mechanisms and the causes of the isotopic rollover and reversal of shale gases, their origins are not adequately understood. Some suggested that the isotopic reversal of shale gases at the over-mature stage is caused by the mixing of both kerogen cracking and secondary cracking of retained hydrocarbons [5,8,10]. Others proposed that the redox reaction between water and methane generated isotopically light carbon dioxide and hydrogen at geological temperatures of 250-300°C (5.0% R), further reaction between carbon dioxide and hydrogen formed isotopically light ethane [6,11]. In last few years, the isotopic reversal was observed in coal measure tight gas whose reservoir closes to its source rock of coal bearing formation and maturity of source rock arrives over maturity level [12,13]. Thus, the isotopic reversal is common characteristic for natural gas no matter from shale or coal bearing formation with over maturity. Meanwhile, a question arises whether the isotope of coal measure tight gas has a similar evolution trend as shale gas with increasing...
maturity of source rock or decreasing wetness of gas. This is very significant to interpret the isotopic reversal mechanisms and further unravel the mechanism of gas generation from the source rock at over maturity stage.

In this study, the geochemistry of 155 coal derived gas samples from Xujiahe formation of Sichuan basin (88) and Upper Paleozoic of Ordos basin (67), west-central China is collected Figure 1. The objective of this study is to clear the carbon isotope evolution of coal measure tight gas and to probe preliminarily the isotopic reversal mechanisms of natural gas generated at over maturity stage.

### Background

Sichuan and Ordos basins are located in the west-central China (Figure 1). The Xujiahe group (T) and Upper Paleozoic (C-P) are chief coal bearing formations in Sichuan and Ordos basins, respectively. The Xujiahe group in Sichuan basin is divided into six segments (T<sub>3S</sub>-<sub>5S</sub>). The lithology of T<sub>3S</sub>-<sub>5S</sub> is mainly mudstone, shale, carbon shale and coal interbedded with thin sandstone, which is the main source rock. The lithology of T<sub>3S</sub>-<sub>5S</sub> is tight sandstone chiefly, which is the reservoir of coal measure gas. The source rock of Xujiahe group shares a relatively low maturity and its range is 0.5~2.0% R<sub>0</sub> [14]. The tight sandstone of gas reservoir in Upper Paleozoic of Ordos basin is developed in Permian chiefly. The cover layer of gas reservoir is the mudstone of Upper Shihezi group developed in Permian. The maturity of C-P source rock is high and arrives to 1.0~3.2% R<sub>0</sub> [14]. Previous work had proved that the gas found in Xujiahe group of Sichuan basin and the Upper Paleozoic of Ordos basin is coal derived gas [14,15]. Thus, the maturity range (R<sub>0</sub> = 0.5~3.2%) of source rock selected from the two basins in this study is wide enough to unravel the isotopic evolution of coal measure tight gas with increasing maturity of source rock.

The Carbon Isotopic Evolution of Coal Derived Tight Gas

The carbon isotopic evolution with decreasing wetness of gas

The conventional theory of gas generation suggests that the higher of source maturity, the less of wetness for gas generated by one type of OM is. Thus, the wetness of natural gas is often taken as a parameter to scale the maturity of its source rock. The carbon isotopic evolution of methane and ethane from the two basins with decreasing wetness is present in Figure 2. There are three similar features in evolution of δ<sup>13</sup>C<sub>2</sub> and δ<sup>13</sup>C<sub>3</sub> with decreasing wetness for the coal gas from the two basins. (1) δ<sup>13</sup>C<sub>2</sub> value becomes heavy with decreasing wetness of the gas. (2) A rollover feature in δ<sup>13</sup>C<sub>2</sub> is displayed with decreasing wetness of the gas. (3) The rollover threshold of δ<sup>13</sup>C<sub>2</sub> is about -20‰). Meanwhile, two different evolution features in carbon isotope with decreasing wetness of the gas could also be observed. (1) The rollover degree of δ<sup>13</sup>C<sub>2</sub> of gas (-20‰ ~ -39‰) from Ordos basin is higher than that of gas (-20‰ ~ -30‰) from Sichuan basin. (2) The value of wetness which corresponds to the turning point of δ<sup>13</sup>C<sub>2</sub> rollover for the gases from Sichuan and Ordos basin is about 2.5% and 5%, respectively.
which means a reversal between $\delta^{13}C_2$ and $\delta^{13}C_3$. The gas samples from Ordos basin is in a relatively wide range along the line of $\delta^{13}C_2=\delta^{13}C_3$. 30% gas samples from Ordos basin share reversal between $\delta^{13}C_2$ and $\delta^{13}C_3$.

The relationship between the carbon isotope series of gas and the maturity of source rock

Hao et al. [7] divided shale gas into following 4 types according to their carbon isotopic series. Type 1: normal series of carbon isotope with $\delta^{13}C_1<\delta^{13}C_2<\delta^{13}C_3$, type 2: partial reversal with $\delta^{13}C_1<\delta^{13}C_2>\delta^{13}C_3$, type 3: partial reversal with $\delta^{13}C_1>\delta^{13}C_2<\delta^{13}C_3$, and type 4: complete reversal with $\delta^{13}C_1>\delta^{13}C_2>\delta^{13}C_3$. They further proposed that the distribution of above type shale gases was closely relative with the maturity of shale. Here, their thought is borrowed to inquire whether similar feature exists between the distribution of coal measure tight gas with different type of carbon isotope series and the maturity of in-situ source rock. The distributions of different type of coal measure tight gas from Sichuan and Ordos basin are presented in Figure 4 & 5, respectively.

The relationship between wetness of gas and the maturity of source rock

Although the reservoir of coal measure tight gas is close to its source rock, it experiences a short distance migration. There should be some difference in gas field formation between shale gas and coal measure tight gas. However, coal measure tight gas shares similar feature in carbon isotopic evolution as shale gas that carbon isotopic series presents successively normal series, partial...
reversal and complete reversal distribution with decreasing maturity of source rock. The relationship between wetness of coal derived tight gas from Sichuan and Ordos basin and the maturity of source rock is presented in Figure 6. It is clear that there is close relationship between the wetness of coal measure tight gas and the maturity of source rock. This indicates that the coal measure tight gas come from in-situ source rock and have no experience long distance migration. Hence, the isotopic fractionation of coal measure tight gas is weak during its migration or gas filed formation [16] and the geochemistry of coal measure tight gas could mirror its generation mechanism.

Although the wetness (2.5~5%) corresponding to δ\(^{13}\)C\(_2\) rollover of coal measure tight gas from Ordos and Sichuan basin is different, but it is more than that of shale gas from Barnett (6%, Figure 7). This is easy to understand because the marine OM from Barnett is oil prone and would generate gas with high wetness during its thermal evolution process comparing with that of coal. The wetness (5%) corresponding to δ\(^{13}\)C\(_2\) rollover of coal measure tight gas from Ordos basin is more than that (2.5%) of gas from Sichuan basin. This is contributed to deposition of limestone or marlstone of Benxi and Taiyuan groups under coal bearing formation of Ordos basin (Figure 1). The oil prone source rock deposited transitional facies could generate gas with relatively high wetness during thermal evolution. The oil type gas with the relatively high content of heavy gas migrates into tight sandstone and mixes with coal derived gas [17]. Thus, the wetness corresponding to δ\(^{13}\)C\(_2\) rollover of tight gas from Ordos basin (5%) is close to that of wetness value of shale gas (6%) from Barnett and higher than that of gas from Sichuan basin. Nevertheless, the maturity corresponding to δ\(^{13}\)C\(_2\) rollover for the gas from both Ordos basin and Sichuan basin is in same range of 1.5~1.7% R\(_o\). This maturity range is slightly higher than that of 1.3~1.5% R\(_o\) for shale gas proposed by Hao et al. [7].

This maturity range of 1.5~1.7% R\(_o\) is just in the stage of oil cracking. Although the coal is gas prone during its thermal evolution, but some oil could be generated. This is proved by the oil inclusion existed in tight sandstone of Ordos basin and cluster of bitumen with fluorescence [18]. The oil remained in coal would crack and generate some gas with high content of heavy component and negative carbon isotope comparing to the primary gas generated by coal. The mixing between the primary and cracking gas would cause the carbon isotopic rollover of heavy gas generated by coal. Barnett shale deposited in marine facies is oil prone [5]. It would generate more oil during its thermal evolution process than coal. Thus, the amount of secondary cracking gas from shale will be more than that from coal. Meanwhile, the amount of primary gas from coal with relatively high dryness is more than that generated by type I and II source rock at a same maturity for its gas prone feature. There must be have a high cracking degree of oil generated by coal to match the δ\(^{13}\)C\(_2\) rollover of coal derived gas. So, the maturity corresponding to δ\(^{13}\)C\(_2\) rollover (R\(_o\)=1.5~1.7%) of coal derived gas is higher than that of shale gas (R\(_o\)=1.3~1.5%) proposed by Hao et al. [7].

Preliminary Study for Mechanism of Carbon Isotopic Rollover and Reversal

As mentioned in introduction, the view about isotopic reversal genesis of shale gases generated in over maturity stage in recent years could be induced into following aspects:

a. mixing between primary gas and cracking gas

b. Redox reaction between water and methane. The two reasons to cause the abnormal characteristic of isotopic at over maturity stay in theory and have no positive experimental proofs to support these explanation at present.

Gao et al. [19] proved that mixing between primary gas from kerogen and secondary gas by remained hydrocarbons cracking could not produce isotope reversal, but just isotope rollover in
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shale gas observed in laboratory pyrolysis experiments conducted at hydro condition in closed system. In this study, a kerogen sample from lacustrine facies source rock (Ro=0.6% and HI=788mg/g, TOC) was selected to simulate hydrocarbon generation in gold tube system. This is a typical experiment to prove whether mixing between primary gas and the cracking gas could cause the carbon isotopic rollover of heavy gas and reversal of hydrocarbon gas for its close feature. The carbon isotopic evolution of methane, ethane and propane with increasing experimental temperature and Easy Ro of sample residues is presented in Figure 8. Surely, there is a depletion of δ13C2 and δ13C3 in 400~450°C. The corresponding Easy Ro to the turning point of δ13C, and δ13C2 rollover is about 1.26% Ro. The maturity of 1.26% Ro is just end of oil window and the start of oil cracking. Nevertheless, the carbon isotope of hydrocarbon hold a normal feature of δ13C<δ13C<δ13C in all experimental temperature. The result of the experiment indicates that the mixing between primary gas and the cracking gas could not make the isotopic reversal of hydrocarbon gas. It just only causes the isotopic rollover of heavy gases. The Easy Ro of 1.26% corresponding to δ13C, and δ13C2 rollover from above experiment is lower than 1.3~1.5% Ro corresponding to δ13C2 and δ13C4 rollover of shale gas proposed by Hao et al. [7]. This is contributed to the pyrolysis experiment is conducted in compeltely close system and no oil expelled during experiment. Of course, the isotopic full reversal of coal derived gas caused by mixing between primary gas and the cracking gas is more unlikely for less oil and high dryness of primary gas generated by coal comparing with oil prone OM during its thermal evolution.

The second view about isotopic reversal of shale gas that cause by the redox reaction of methane and further reaction to form isotopically light ethane is just a theoretical assumption or model. It needs to be proved by more experiments. The second part reaction of this assumption is similar with Fischer-Tropsch (FT) Synthesis between carbon dioxide and hydrogen. Although the FT synthesis between H2 and CO2 could generate hydrocarbon gas with isotopic reversal [20], this reaction conducted in lab and with transition metal as catalyst generally. However, whether the amount of transition metal existed in source rock is enough or not to make the happening of FT synthesis between H2 and CO2 could be doubtable. Even if the synthesis between H2 and CO2 could happen in source rock, the reactants of H2 and CO2 could not come from the redox reaction of methane, but come from the thermal evolution process of source rock. The geological temperature range of 250-300°C or maturity of 5.0% Ro, at which the redox reaction of methane happens is so high that the ethane generated by FT synthesis would crack at once. Thus, the carbon isotopic series of hydrocarbon gas could not share the reversal characteristic for the cracking of heavy gas. CO2 generation occurs in all process of OM evolution [18]. Moreover, H2 could generate at over maturity stage of OM by condensation of aromatic rings to form graphite. However, bulk H2 generates by condensation of aromatic rings at the maturity more than 3.0% Ro [21]. Thus, FT synthesis between H2 and CO2 in source rock system should happen above 3.0% Ro. Nevertheless, whether the hydrocarbon gas generated by FT synthesis between H2 and CO2 at the maturity stage more than 3.0% Ro, would happen or not in source rock system needs more experimental data to support.

The geochemistry data of natural gas indicates that the isotopic reversal is not a peculiar feature for shale gas. Coal measure tight gas also shares the feature of the carbon isotopic reversal at the maturity stage more than 3.0% Ro. Yao et al. [22] proposed that there is no aliphatic chains with more than two carbon atom in the chemical structure of coal with maturity of 2.8% R0 by measurement using fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) for geological samples and the residues of coal pyrolysis. Mi et al. [23] presented a similar result that only methyl as the side chains linked on aromatic rings for inorganic hydrocarbon gas. This thought could be borrowed to interpret the carbon isotopic reversal of natural gas generated by demethylation, which extensively exists in OM at over maturity stage.

The measurement results about chemical structure indicate that only methyl as the side chains linked on aromatic rings for the coal samples with maturity more than 3.0% Ro [23]. In theory, the unique component of gas generated via demethylation at the maturity more than 3.0% Ro should just be methane. However,
there is some heavy gas occurred both in the natural gas found in shale gas or coal measure tight gas with source rock maturity more than 3.0%R_, and in the gases produced in lab by trimethylbenzene cracking. The heavy gas must be generated by reciprocally conjunction of free CH_3^+, which forms via cleavage of methyl linked on aromatic rings. The free CH_3^+ would links with H^+ and forms CH_4. Some CH_2^+ would connect reciprocally and form heavy gas. There are two kinds of carbon isotopic components in free CH_3^+, 13CH_4 and 12CH_4. 13CH_4 bears a higher kinetic energy than 12CH_4 in the same energy system for its relatively light mass during above linkage. Thus, a relative higher conjunction probability to form heavy gas among 13CH_4 exists than that between 12CH_2^+ and 12CH_3^+, or than that between 12CH_3^+ and 12CH_4^+. So, heavy gas generated by free CH_2^+ conjunction has a depleted carbon isotope component (Appendix 1). Thus, the isotopic fractionation during the process of heavy gases formation by linkage of methyl from demethylation is one of capital factors of carbon isotopic reversal [29-32].

Conclusion

The statistical analysis on geochemistry data of gas from Xujiahe, Sichuan Basin and Upper Paleozoic reservoirs, Ordos Basin, China indicates that coal measure tight gas share a similar evolution feature in carbon isotope as shale gas. The carbon isotope of heavy gas would present a rollover with the decreasing wetness of coal measure tight gas. The corresponding range of wetness is about 2.5%~5% at which the carbon isotope of ethane begin to rollover, which is less than that of shale gas (6%). The carbon isotope series of coal measure tight sandstone gas would present successively positive sequence, partial reverse and full reverse with increasing maturity of in-situ source rock. The close relationship between the wetness and the maturity of source rock indicated that coal measure tight gas is the in-situ gas. Moreover, the distribution of coal measure tight gas with different carbon isotopic series is relative with the maturity of source rock. The maturity ranges corresponding to of coal measure tight sandstone gas with the normal sequence, partial reversal and full reversal of carbon isotope are R_0<1.75%, R_0=1.75~3.0% and R_0>3.0%, respectively. The authors suggest that the mixing between the primary gas and the cracking gas just only cause the carbon isotopic rollover of heavy gases, but not make the complete reversal in carbon isotope of hydrocarbon gas. A conclusion is proposed that the carbon isotopic reversal of gas is contributed to demethylation happening at the maturity above 3.0%R_0 of source rock. The carbon isotopic fractionation during the process of heavy gases formation by linkage of methyl is one of real factors caused the full reverse of carbon isotope for coal measure gas.
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